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SIMPLY TRANSITIVE GROUPS AND KAHLER STRUCTURES
ON HOMOGENEOUS SIEGEL DOMAINS

BY

JOSEF DORFMEISTER

ABSTRACT. We determine the Lie algebras of all simply transitive groups of

automorphisms of a homogeneous Siegel domain D as modifications of stan-

dard normal j-algebras. We show that the Lie algebra of all automorphisms of

D is a "complete isometry algebra in standard position". This implies that D

carries a riemannian metric g with nonpositive sectional curvature satisfying

Lie Iso(D, g) = Lie Aut D. We determine all Kahler metrics f on D for which

the group Aut(£>, /) of holomorphic isometries acts transitively. We prove that

in this case Aut(D, f) contains a simply transitive split solvable subgroup.

The results of this paper are used to prove the fundamental conjecture

for homogeneous Kahler manifolds admitting a solvable transitive group of

automorphisms.

This paper is a continuation of [4]. We determine the Lie algebras of all simply

transitive groups of automorphisms of a homogeneous Siegel domain D and all

Kahler metrics on D for which the group of holomorphic isometries acts transitively.

This paper is organized as follows. In §1 we prove that the standard normal

j'-algebras of [4] are NC algebras [2] and that the Lie algebra of all automorphisms

of D is a complete isometry algebra in standard position in the sense of [2]. This

implies that D carries a riemannian metric g with nonpositive sectional curvature

satisfying Lie Iso(D, g) = Lie Aut D. In §2 we apply these results to prove that the

Lie algebra of any simply transitive group of automorphisms of D is a modification

of a standard normal j-algebra. We also prove several technical results which are

used in [10] to prove the fundamental conjecture of [13] for homogeneous Kahler

manifolds admitting a solvable transitive group of automorphisms. In §3 we describe

all homogeneous Kahler metrics on D. In particular we prove that each solvable

Kahler algebra (s, {•, -}j) generating a transitive group of automorphisms of a Siegel

domain is a j-algebra and {x, y} = w([jx,y]). If {■, •} is derived from the Bergman

metric, this result has been proven by Koszul [17]. Moreover, for any homogeneous

Kahler metric / on D we get a simply transitive split solvable subgroup S of

Aut(D,/)-
I would like to thank J. E. D'Atri for various helpful discussions and comments.

1. NC algebras and complete isometry algebras.

1.1. In this section we consider the normal j-algebra s defined in [4, 12] and

compare it to NC algebras in the sense of [2, 3.4]. We would like to point out that

the inner product (•, •) on s is induced from the Bergman metric.
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LEMMA, s is an NC algebra without flat part. The inner product on s associated

with the Kahler structure is admissible for the NC algebra structure.

PROOF. As usual we put n = [3,5] and a = nx. From [4, 14] we get that

a is abelian and acts selfadjointly on s relative to the inner product (•, •) induced

on s from [4, 8]. This shows (i) and (ii) of [2, 3.4]. We choose di,...,dr to

be a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents as in [4, 1]. We choose

real numbers ßi > fa > • • • > ßr and set ho = Yn=ißrdr- Then ho G L and

X_i[/i0] 6 S-i; hence H0 = jX-i[ho] G a by [4, 13, 14]. From (15) and (16) of [4]

we get a(H0) > 0 for all roots a. This proves (iii) of [2, 3.4]. The condition (iv)

of loc. cit. is void because a has not the root 0 on n. To verify the last condition

(v) of loc. cit. we note that n° is clearly a-invariant. Therefore the orthogonal

complement n^ of n° in nQ is also a-invariant. This shows that s is an NC algebra.

Moreover, from the above it also follows immediately that (•, •) is admissible in the

sense of [2, 3.7]. Finally, from their definition it follows here that Oo and n0 of [2,

4.3] vanish. This shows that s has no flat part.

1.2. Next we consider a basic isometry algebra in the sense of [2, 5.2]. The Lie

algebras i)ss and sr are defined in [4, 21] .

LEMMA.   ijsa +sr is a basic isometry algebra.

PROOF. We define sss as in [4, 21] and have from [4, 31] that sss is an Iwasawa

subalgebra of l)ss. From the remark after [4, 21] we get that f)ss is semisimple and

has no compact ideal. This verifies [2, 5.2(i)]. From [4, 23] we know s = sss+sr and

the Lemma in §1.1 shows that s is an NC algebra without flat part. This verifies [2,

5.2(ii)]. It now suffices to show that f)ss+sr is a Lie algebra with radical sr. We only

have to prove [f)ss, sr] C sr. Now [8, I, Corollary 8.3] shows that it suffices to prove

[fj„, L(center(IePi))} = 0. This follows from the fact that L(center(l6-Pi)) C Zi

by [8, I, Theorem 4.12] and [g,g] n radg c n* + t_i + t_!/2 C sr by standard

results about Lie algebras [3, §5,3], where g is defined at the beginning of [4, §1].

This proves the assertion.

1.3. Eventually we will prove that g is a complete isometry algebra in standard

position. One of the conditions that has to be verified is

LEMMA.   f)ss + sr is a nonexceptional basic isometry algebra.

PROOF. Assume the algebra would be exceptional. Then by [2, 7.6] we have

[fjss,Sr] = 0, [sr,sr] has codimension 1 in sr and there is i/o G sr satisfying

adizo|[sr,sr] = Id. In particular we have [g",sr] = 0, where g" is defined in [4,

17]. We know e' E £.' = Pu where X-X\¿\ G 9-i and jX_,[e'] = (T(e'),f (e')) G

gó'. Hence [j'X_.[e'], n*] = 0 implies e'£qj = 0 for j ^ 1. This implies that

the homogeneous Siegel domain D is the product of the symmetric domain D'

introduced before (17) of [4] and a homogeneous Siegel domain D* having only

affine infinitesimal automorphisms. Next we consider q as defined after [4, 19]. We

know q C f)ss by the definition of fjss. Hence [q, sr] = 0. We know {L(x), \(f>{x)) G q

for all x e £11 H-h Cqq = L which are orthogonal to the center of t. This follows

from [8, Theorem 4.12]. Our condition implies xadj — 0 for all i ^ j and xu as

above because [(L(xu), \(f){xll)),X-i\yl]}} = 0 and X_i[ytj] G t_i by [8, Theorem

8.1]. Let Di denote the simple summands of £. If Di C Lu and DiLij = 0 for

all j ^ i, then Di is a direct summand of £ and, by the definition of Cjj, would
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be contained in £qq. It would even be a part of £'. Hence such a D does not

exist in £. On the other hand {xlt G £n\Xu£ij = 0 for i ^ j) is an ideal of

£lt. This proves that this ideal is 0. In particular, there does not exist an element

in £ orthogonal to its center. Therefore £ is associative. Next we exploit the

assumption that [sr,sr] has codimension 1 in sr. From the definition of sr in [8,

21] we derive that the center of X 0 A has codimension 1. This implies q — 1

and £ = £qq = R or q = 2 and t = £11 — R. The second case is impossible

because we have shown above e'£i2 = 0. But in the first case we see that D* is

quasi-symmetric because the corresponding algebra is £\l = R. Moreover, because

this algebra is one dimensional, D* is even symmetric (note that [8, II, Theorem

3.3(3)] is obviously satisfied). Therefore D is symmetric and sr = s n radg = 0.

This is a contradiction and the lemma is proven.

1.4. In this section we show that the theory of bounded homogeneous domains

fits into the larger frame of homogeneous riemannian manifolds with nonpositive

curvature.

THEOREM,   g = hS5-r-tQ-|-5r is a complete isometry algebra in standard position.

PROOF. By [2, 7.6] g is a complete isometry algebra if g has a stabilizer presen-

tation for (f)ss, ta, sr, (•, •)) with hss + 3r a nonexceptional basic isometry algebra.

The last condition was just verified. Hence it suffices to prove the stabilizier pre-

sentation property. We have to verify the conditions (i)-(iv) of [2, 7.4]. We know

that ijss + sr is a basic isometry algebra. Hence it suffices to prove that sr is an

ideal in g. We only have to show [ta,sr] c sr. But this is clear because ta acts

linearly on £, leaves all £ij invariant and annihilates X. Hence (i). To verify (ii)

we have to show that (•, •) on sr is (hss, 9)-admissible for some Cartan involution

0 of f)sg. But (19) and (24) of [4] define a Cartan involution O of f)ss. We have

to verify the conditions of [2, 7.2]. The first condition is satisfied because of [4,

29] and the fact that L(center(X 0 Pi)) commutes with f)5S = g" + q. The second

condition is just the lemma of [4, §1]. The third condition is in our case equivalent

to [hss 4- ar,n^] C n*. But for ar C o this is clear and for hss it follows from the

fact [has, nr] C n\ which has been mentioned in [2, 7.2].

To verify the last condition we only have to note that ar acts selfadjointly relative

to (•, •) on sr. hence (■, •) is (t)ss, 0)-admissible.

We continue by considering (iii) of [2, 7.4]. We have to prove that ta equals

the set u of skew-adjoint derivations of sr which commute with adf)ss|sr. From

the definition of ta it is clear that it acts on sr by skew-adjoint derivations. Also

from the definition of ta one easily derives that ta commutes with g" and q. Hence

ta c u. Now let X G u. We know that each element of o is the sum of an element

of f)ss and an element of ar. By assumption, X commutes with ad^ss|sr. It is

easy to see that sr is an NC algebra without flat part. Hence we can apply [2,

Lemma 5.5] and see that Xar = 0. Hence X commutes with the action of ar

on 5r. Altogether X commutes with the action of a on sr. Therefore X leaves

invariant the root spaces of a in sr. In particular, X leaves invariant each of the

subspaces 93¿j contained in r_i and each of the subspaces (j>(dj)U, d3 £ Pi. We

define an endomorphism (Y, Y) on £ © U via the action of X on g_i © g_i/2,

where we extend X from r_i 0 t_i/2 by setting it equal to 0 on the orthogonal

complement. It is easy to see that (Y, Y) leaves £ and U invariant, is skew-adjoint
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on £ 0 U and annihilates Pi © Pi/i- Moreover, from [ad(hss + ar)|sr,X] = 0 one

gets \(Y, Y), (L(x), \(j>(x))} = 0 for all x G X. In particular, we have 0 = [Y, L(X)}

for all x G X. Applying this to the identity e G X we get 0 = Yx — xYe for all

x G X. One knows that Rl-i[(í¡] is a root space for o in g_i. Hence Ydi G Re?;

for all /. But Y is skew-adjoint, whence Ydi = 0. We know that e is the sum of

all di. Hence Ye = 0 and YX = 0 follows. Let 6 G Xx; then X_i[6] G t_i and

j'A_i[6] = (T(b),T(b)) G sr. Hence we also have XjX_i[b} G sr. Because X leaves

invariant go flsr and annihilates ar we get XjX-i[b} = jX-i[f] with some / G £

such that X-i[f} G r_i. Therefore

- X_i[/] = {jX_i[f},X^[e}} = [XjX^[b},X_i}e}}

= X[jX.i[b}:X.i\e}} - ljX-ilb},XX-ile}}

= -XX-t[b] - \jX^\b},X_i[Ye}} = -XX-i[b}.

This shows Xjz = jXz for all z£ t_i. Next we want to prove Yiu = iYu for all

u & U. It suffices to verify this for u G Ui = 4>{di)U. We write y = A + B, where

A is C-linear and B is C-antilinear. For u,w Elli we know [X_x/2[u], X_i/2[w]] =

-4X_i[ImF(u,w)], where F(u,w) G Cci;. Therefore X annihilates this commuta-

tor. Evaluating the fact that X is a derivative yields Im F (Y u, w) + Im F(u, Yw) =

0. Replacing u by iu gives 0 = Re F (Au, w) — ReF(Bu, w) + ReF(u,Yw). On

the other hand, substituting iw for w we get 0 = — ReF(Yu,w) — ReF(u,Aw) +

Re F(u, Bw). By a comparison of the last two equations we obtain Re F(Bu, w) —

ReF(u,Bw). Multiplying an argument with i yields Im F (Bu, w) — —Im F (u,Bw).

Hence F(Bu,w) = F(u, Bw) = F(Bw,u). We use p as defined in [4] preceding (1)

and get p(Bu,w) = a(F(Bu,w),e) = a(F(Bw,u)) = p(Bw,u). We know that

y is skew-adjoint relative to p, therefore B is skew-adjoint relative to p and we

get p(Bu,w) = —p(w,Bu) = —p(Bu,w). Hence Rep(Bu,w) = — Rep(Bu,w)

whence p(Bu, w) = 0. This implies B = 0 and Y is C-linear. A straightfor-

ward evaluation of X[F_1/2,G_1/2] = [AF_1/2,G_i/2] + \F-i/2,XG-i/2} yields

YF(u,w) = F(Yu,w) + F(u,Yw) for all u,w G U. To prove (Y,Y) G ta it now

suffices to show that Y is an infinitesimal automorphism of the cone fi associated

with D. Using the inductive construction of cones [5, 6, 7] we see that, because

YX = 0, it suffices to show that y is a derivation of each of the algebras £er,

where this is the mutation of the algebra £^ = ®1<m n<r £mn- We have only

to consider expressions of type Ler(xTn)yrm, where n,m < r, because Y commutes

with L(X). We note that Ler(xrn) is the .¿-component of jX-i[xrn}. Hence

X-i[YLer(xrn)yrm\ = XX_i[Ler(xr„)yrm] = X[j'X_i[xr„],X_ i[yrm}}

= \jX_i[Yxrn},X-i[yrm}} + [jX-i[Xrn},X-i[Yyrm]},

where we have used that all vector fields are contained in sr and that X is a

derivation of sr which commutes with j. Rewriting the right-hand side shows that

y is a derivation of the algebras under consideration. This finishes the proof that

X is contained in ta. Hence we have verified (iii) of [2, 7.4]. The last remaining

condition there is [f)ss, ta] = 0 and that the sum f)ss + ta + sr is a direct sum of

vector spaces.

Using the definitions of the summands both properties are easily verified. This

finishes the proof that (f)ss, ta, sr, (•, •)) is a stabilizer presentation of g. Finally, we
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have to prove that the complete isometry algebra g is in standard position. But

trace5r (D ad a) = 0 for all skew-symmetric derivations D of sr and o G ar because

ada|sr is selfadjoint.

1.5. In this section we check (•, •) for the various properties discussed in [2, 8.2,

pp. 74, 75].
We note that s = sss + sr and sss and sr are orthogonal. Thus (i) is satisfied.

We have shown in the proof of the theorem in §1.4 that (■, ■) is (f)ss, 6)-admissible.

Hence (iii) and (iii)' are satisfied. We can also verify (iv)'. Because adctr|sr is self-

adjoint it suffices to prove that N(H) as defined in [2, 8.2(8)] is positive semidefinite

for all H G ar. We have N(H) = (adii|sr)2 whence N(H) > 0.

From this it also follows that o-(H) and N(H) are in general not positive def-

inite. One can also check that the roots of ar in sr are not acute (only satisfy

> 0). Hence (iv) is not satisfied. We also note that (ii) is not satisfied in gen-

eral. However, splitting h33 into simple summands and decomposing sss accord-

ingly we get that (■, •) coincides—up to a positive factor—on each summand with

Bi(^(X-QX), i(y-Oy)), where ßi denotes the Killing form of f)3S. By a remark

in [2, 8.2] the use of such an inner product induces "only trivial modifications" in

the results of [2, §8]. So [2, Lemma 8.4] is still true (see the remark at the end of

[4, §2] and the remark after the proof of Theorem 1 of [4]). It is unclear, however,

how far Proposition 8.5 of [2] still holds.

This means that there is no simple constructive way to deform (■, ■) to yield a

metric with nonpositive sectional curvature. However, as shown in [1] and also in

[2, §9], there is some way to obtain such a metric.

2.   Simply transitive groups on bounded homogeneous domains.  We

retain the notation of §1. In particular D is a homogeneous Siegel domain (= h.S.d.)

and s a standard normal j-algebra. Let g denote any riemannian metric on D; then

Iso(L>, g) denotes the group of isometries of D relative to g. For a group G, by G°

we denote its connected component. By g we denote, as in [4], the Lie algebra of

all infinitesimal automorphisms of D.

2.1. The following result is fundamental for later proofs.

THEOREM 1. There exists a riemannian metric g on D which yields nonpositive

sectional curvature and satisfies Lie lso(D,g) = g.

PROOF. We know that (hss, ta,sr, (•, •)) is a standard position stabilizer pre-

sentation of the complete isometry algebra g by the results of §1. Now the proof of

[2, Theorem 9.3] shows that one can change (•, •) on sr and extend it to sss so that

for the resulting riemannian metric g on D we have Lie Iso(D, g) = g. Because we

started with a Lie algebra of complete vector fields on D we even have equality.

LEMMA 2. Let D b a h.S.d. and S a connected and transitive Lie group of

automorphisms of D. Then S contains a connected solvable and simply transitive

subgroup S' which is closed in S and the isotropy subgroup Kp of S is maximal

compact in S for any point p G D. If S is solvable, then Kp is commutative.

PROOF. We choose g as in the theorem above. Then S C Iso(.D,<7). Now the

assertion follows from [1, Proposition 2.5].

A Kahler metric / on a complex manifold M is called homogeneous if the group

Aut(M, /) of biholomorphic isometries acts transitively on M.
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LEMMA 3. Let D be a h.S.d. and f a homogeneous Kahler metric on D. Then

there exists a connected, closed solvable subgroup S C Aut(D, f) which acts simply

transitive on D.

PROOF. We choose g as in the theorem. Then [Aut(£>, /)]° C [Aut£>]° =

[Iso(D,¿f)]° and the assertion follows by Lemma 2.

REMARK. Let 5 be our standard normal j-algebra as above. By Theorem 1

(D,g) is a "solvmanifold with negative curvature." From [2, 6.4] we get the notion

of "standard position" of S = exps. By [2, 6.12] S is in standard position iff

traci-Eads H) = 0 for all H G a and all skew-adjoint derivations E of s. Because

ad5 H is semisimple with real eigenvalues and commutes with E this condition is

satisfied for S. Hence S is in standard position.

We would like to point out that in the proof of [2, 6.12] the sentence "From

Corollary 2.13, (14) is equivalent to (15) B(m, a) = 0." seems to be inconclusive to

us. However, it is not hard to fill this gap.

2.2. The following results are mostly consequences of the theorem in 1.4. They

will be used in [10].

We will call a solvable Lie algebra s together with an inner product {■, ■} and an

orthogonal endomorphism J a solvable Kahler algebra if

(2.1) J2 = -Id,

(2.2) \Jx,Jy} = J[Jx,y} + J[x,Jy} + {x,y},        x,yes,

(2.3) {[x,y},Jz} + {[y,z},Jx} + {}z,x},Jy} = 0,        x,y,z£~s.

These axioms are what remains of the axioms of (14, part II, §1] when the isotropy

algebra vanishes (see also [14, part II, §4]).

For the notion of a normal j-algebra we refer to [16].

LEMMA 1. Let (s, {•, •}, J) be a solvable Kahler algebra which generates a simply

transitive group of automorphisms of a h.S.d. Then s is the modification in the

sense o/[2,6.2] of a normal j-algebra.

PROOF. We choose g as in Theorem 1 in §2.1. and denote by S the connected

simply transitive group on D generated by s. Then S C G°, where G = Iso(D, g).

Moreover, S is closed in G° : let gn G S converge to g G G. We fix a point p G D

and find h G S so that g(p) = h(p). Then h~lgn converges to h~lg which fixes p.

But this implies that h~lgn(p) converges to p. Using the canonical isomorphism

from 5 to D we get that h~1gn converges to id G S. Hence g„ converges to h and

h — g G S. Now we can apply [2, Theorem 6.7] and get a unique subgroup S"

of G° in standard position so that S is a modification of S' (in the sense of [2]).

We use [2, Corollary 6.10] and see that S' is conjugate to S, the simply transitive

Lie group on D which is generated by our standard normal j-algebra, by an inner

automorphism of G°. Hence s' = Lie 5' is a normal j-algebra and the assertion is

proven.

We continue to use the notation of the proof above. We may assume S' — S,

whence s' = s. Hence S is a modification of S. By [2, 6.2] this is equivalent to

s = Lie S = {x + i¡)(x);x G s}, where xp: s —► (normgs) O t is a homomorphism of
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Lie algebras. Here normfl s is the normalizer of s in g and t is the Lie algebra of any

maximal compact subgroup of G. We will assume that this group is the stabilizer

of the point ie, where e is the identity of £ as in §1.

Under these assumptions we prove

LEMMA 2.   norm0 s n tie = ta + {(T,f) G i)as;Tdr = 0 for all r).

PROOF. Let X G ro = normg s n tie. We write X = X-i + X-1/2 + X0 +

X\/2 + Xi according to the splitting of g. We know that g_i and g_i/2 are

contained in s. Hence we can assume X\ = 0 for A = — 1, — ̂. On the other hand

(L(e), \<p(e)) G s Pi go; now a straightforward computation shows Xi/2 = 0 and

Xi — 0. Hence we get X G go- From s = sss + sr an easy computation shows

ta C ro. Therefore we only have to consider X = (T, T) G f)ss firo. Because X G t¿e

we know that X is skew-adjoint as an endomorphism on £ © U. Now it is easy

to verify that X is a skew-adjoint derivation of s. Because s is, by the lemma in

§1.1, an NC algebra without flat part we can apply [2, Lemma 5.5] and obtain

that X annihilates a. But this implies Tdr = 0 for all r. This proves that ro is

contained in the right-hand side of the assertion. The opposite inclusion follows by

a straightforward computation. We reformulate the above results so that they can

be applied in [10].

LEMMA 3.   The map D: s —» Ders, x h-* adi/>(x)|s has the following properties:

(2.4) D(x) is skew-adjoint relative to (-,-),

(2.5) [D(x),j}=0,        165,

(2.6) [D(x),D{y)} = 0,        x,y € s,

(2.7) D(x)a = Q,        x G s.

PROOF. It is clear that adxp(x)\s is a derivation of s. In the proof of Lemma

2 we have mentioned that it acts skew-adjoint on s. From [2, 6.1] we know that

xp is a homomorphism from s into normg s n t¿e- Hence {a.dxp(x)}s; x G s} is a

solvable Lie algebra. On the other hand this Lie algebra consists of skew-adjoint

endomorphisms. This proves (2.6). Because xp is a homomorphism, (2.7) follows

from (2.6). Finally, (2.8) was shown in the proof of Lemma 2. Hence it remains

to prove (2.5). But xp(x) = (T,T) G {(R,R) G Qo\Rdr = 0 for all r}. We know

that xp(x) commutes with (0,¿Id) G go! this implies that D(x) commutes with j

on s_i/2. For xnm G £nm we have jxnm = (T(xnm),f(xnm)) by [4, 13], where

the right-hand side is defined in [4, 10]. Now a straightforward calculation shows

a.Axp(x)jxnm = jTxnm - ja,dxp(x)xnm. This proves (2.5).

REMARKS. (1) Note that (2.8) implies D(x)s C [s,s] whence D(D(x)y) = 0 for
all x,y G s.

(2) Lemmas 1 and 3 show that (s, (•, -),j) is a modification of (s, (•, -),j) in the

sense of [10, 3.1].

(3) We will continue our study of solvable Kahler algebras in §3. First we deter-

mine the possible inner products {•, •} on s.
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3. Homogeneous Kahler metrics.

3.1. Let / be a homogeneous Kahler metric on a h.S.d. D. Then there exists a

group S C Aut(D, /) which acts simply transitive on D by Lemma 3 of §2.1. We

choose a base point ie G D and induce the inner product {•, •} on 5 = Lie S from /

via the canonical isomorphism. Analogously we define the operator j on s. Thus we

get a solvable Kahler algebra (£,{•, -},j). The Lie product in s is denoted by (•,•).

By Lemma 1 of §2.2 we know that s is a modification of a normal j-algebra s. We

will show below that the endomorphisms D(x) of Lemma 3 of §2.2 are also skew-

adjoint relative to {•, •}. Let a be the orthogonal complement of [s,s] in s relative

to (-, ■) (as usual). We consider the adjoint action of a in the Lie algebra s. Because

D(x)a = 0 we see that o c s leaves the weight spaces of o c s in s invariant. By [4,

§1] we know that the weights in s areO, Ek, \ek, \(^k~ £i) and ^ (£& + £/). Moreover,

j acts on the weights and maps Sk to 0, \Ek to \ek and ^(ek - £;) to \(sk + e¡).

We put Skl = 8(efc+ei)/2) k < I, lkk = S£fc/2, JSfci = S(efc_gl)/2, ^Ofc = s£jc/2 and

6oo = 0- We consider the skew form p(x,y) = {x,jy} on s. From [14, part III,

Lemma 9] we know

(*) ^-p(tadau,etadav)=p(a,etada(u,v))    Î0Ta,u,vES.
dt

Here ad denotes the left multiplication in s.

3.2. We retain the notation of §3.1 and prove the following important technical

result.

THEOREM. The weight spaces of a in s are orthogonal relative to {■,■} and all

D(x) are skew-adjoint relative to {■, •}.

PROOF. We note that Skk is one dimensional and for some generator Ck we

have [jCfc,Cfc] = Cfc in s. But D(x) is skew-adjoint relative to (■, ■) and leaves $£lc

invariant. Hence D(x)ck — 0 for all k and x.

Let s = Ylk Ck ̂ e tne principal idempotent of s. Then &djs has eigenvalues with

real part 0, \, 1. We put s = s0 + S1/2 + ¿i- Then js\ = Si-^ and we claim

(1) S\ and sM are orthogonal relative to {■, ■} if A ^ //.

We use (*) for u G ¿i and v G Si/2 + Si. Then (u,v) = }u,v} = 0 whence

p^et ad jsuet ad jsy^ _ p(U)W)_ However, the left-hand side grows in t at least like

e', therefore p(u,v) = 0. This implies {si,j(5i/2 + Si)} = 0. From this (1) easily

follows.

Because {•,•} is invariant under j we only have to consider the weight spaces

contained in Sj/2 and in Si.

(2) Sfefe is orthogonal to snm relative to {•, •} if n ^ m or n = m ^ k.

In case k ^ n, t/mwe have (ck,jxnm) = -D(jxnm)ck = 0. Now the left-hand

side of (*) grows exponentially like el if o = jck, u = Ck, v — jxnm; arguing as

above we see that Skk and snm axe orthogonal. Next we consider k = n < m. Here

(ckjxkm) = [cfe.j'xfcm] = 0, because ek + ^(ek - em) is not a weight. The same

argument as above shows that s^fc is orthogonal to Sfcm relative to {■, ■} if k < m.

The last remaining case is n < m — k.
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Here we have

P(ck,jxnk) = p((jCk,Ck),jXnk) = -p((Ck,jXnk),jCk) - p((jXnk,jCk),Ck)

= -p([Ck,jXnk},jCk) - p(j(jXnk,Ck) + j(xnk,jCk),Ck)

= 2p(lJXnk,Ck},jCk) - P((jCk,Xnk),jCk)

= 2p(xnk,jck) - \p(xnk,jck) - p(D(jck)xnk,jck).

Therefore \p(xnk,jck) = p(D(jck)xnk,jck). Hence p(exp(tD(jck))xnk, jck) =

etl'1p(xnk,jck). But the left-hand side is bounded whence p(xnk,jck) = 0. This

finishes the proof of (2).

(3) Sofc and Som are orthogonal  relative to {•, •} if k ^ m.

We know (uok,Vom) = }uok,v0m} G sfem. Hence p(isetadjs(u0fc,u0m)) = 0 by (2).

From (*) we get p(etadj'suofc,etadj'si;om) = p(uok,vom)- But the left-hand side of

this equation grows like é, whence the assertion.

(4) Ski and smn are pairwise orthogonal relative to {•, •}.

By (2) we can assume k < I and m ^ n. But then it is easy to check that

(jxki,1jmn) — [jxkuljmn} does not vanish only if / = m or / = n. In this case the

product lies in Skn (resp. Sfcm) and because we consider different weight spaces we

have k ^ n (resp. k ^ m). Therefore p(jCfc,etadj's(jS/t¡,smn)) = 0 and from (*) we

get

p(eta-d3Ckjxki,etad:iCkymn) = p(jxkl,ymn).

We know that the real part of a,d jck on smn is 0 or \. Also

(jckjxki) =j(jck,xki)+j(ck,jxki) = \jxki +jD(jck)xki

because (ck,jxki) = [ck,jxki\ = 0. Therefore the left-hand side of the equation

above grows at least like e'/2. As a consquence p(jSki,smn) = 0 and we have

verified that the weight spaces relative to a in s are pairwise orthogonal relative to

{-,}■
Now we want to prove that all D(x) are skew-adjoint relative to {•, •}. We note

that, by Lemma 3 in §2.2, D(x) commutes with j. It therefore suffices to consider

D(x) on snm and on Sofc. Here we may assume n < m as mentioned above.

For unm,vnm G snm we have (junm,vnm) G snm. Hence ad jck(junm,vnm) =

°~kn(junm,vnm). Therefore from (*) we get

_ „O* ad je- tadjcn \ — ptn(ixi V       \
i, FV J^nm,^ unm} — c y\J ^nmi unm)'

An integration yields p(etíídjCnjunm,etad:)c"vnm) = eip(junm,vnm) + b, where b

is a constant. Above we have shown (jcn,junrn) = \unm + jD(jcn)unm; we also

know (jcn,vnm) = \vnm +D(jcn)vnm. Hence

e* p(etDijCr') junm,etD{jCn)vnm) = ê p(junm, vnm) + b.

This implies b = 0. We note again that D(jcn) commutes with j. We obtain that

etD(jcn) jg orthogonal on snm. Assume now k ^ n. Then p(jckel adiCk (junm,vnm))

= 0 and (*) yields p(et!id:>Ckjunm,ei&djCkvrim) = p(junm,vnm) after integration.

We know

\3^ki^nm) ~  2   kmVnm ~r D\JCkJXJnm
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and

(jCkJunm) = j(jCk,Unm) +j(ck,junm) = \bmkjunm +jD(jCk)unm - 6mkjunm

= -\bmkjunTn +jD(jck)unm.

As above we obtain that etD^JCk^ is orthogonal.

3.3. We keep the notation of the previous sections.

THEOREM 1.   There exists a linear form u> on s so that

{x,y} =u((jx,y))    for all x,y es.

PROOF. From the theorem in §3.2 we derive D(x) G Lie Aut(D,f). Hence

s C Lie Aut(D,/). Clearly, (s, {•,•}, j) is a normal Kahler algebra in the sense

of [14, part II, §4]. Moreover, because (s, (■, -),j) is a normal j-algebra we have

the principal idempotent s G s which satisfies (1), (2) and (3) of the Fundamental

Theorem of [14, part III, §1]. We obtain now the assertion from [14, part III,

Lemma 1]. We rephrase our results in

THEOREM 2.   Let f be a homogeneous Kahler metric on a h.S.d. D.

(a) There exists a simply transitive solvable subgroup S C Aut(-D,/).

(b) Let S C Aut(D, f) be any simply transitive solvable Lie group on D and

(s, {•,•}, j) the corresponding Kahler algebra, where s = Lie S and {■,■} is induced

from f. Then (s, {■, -},j) is a modification of a normal j-algebra (s, {■, -},j), where

S = exps c Aut(£>, /).

(c) There exists a simply transitive split solvable subgroup S C Aut(D,f).

PROOF, (a) See Lemma 2 in §2.1,

(b) see Lemma 1 in §2.2 and Theorem 1 above,

(c) see (b).

3.4. We want to determine all possible w's. Here we consider the normal j-

algebra s with inner product {x,y} = u>([jx,y}). We put a = s 0 [s, 5] as usual. If

x G s is orthogonal to 0 + ja, then there exists a G a so that [a, x} = \x, A ^ 0.

This implies oj(x) = 0 if {x, a + ja} = 0. The values of w on a are undetermined

and on ja we have {dk,dk} = u>(dk), where dk G ja satisfies \jdk,dk} = dk. (Here

dk is as in [4, §1].) Because ui is never evaluated on a we may assume w(o) = 0.

Hence ui is determined by r = (—tí, ..., — rr), where tto = uj(dm).

Next we start with any tuple Ti,..., rr of negative real numbers and consider

the positive "compound power function" n(x) = xT = YVk=i Xk(x)Tk in the sense

of [12, §2] on the cone fi which is associated with the h.S.d. D — D(U,F). We

know that n is a homogeneous function and considering fi as a subset of £ we have

r](etad^dkx) - e~tTkn(x) and n(adux) = r](x) for all u G [s,s].

We put

n'x(u) = -dx\ogn(u) = -—\ogn(x + tu)\t=o

and n"(u,v) = d^\ogn(u,v).

From [12, Proposition 2.3] we obtain that a certain power ri(x)13 of n can be

represented as

r,(xf = l Í   e-^riAy)ßdpi(y),
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where 7 > 0 and 0* denotes the dual cone for 0. From this it follows that r\&

is "matrix positive" in the sense of [11, §5]. In particular, n13 can be extended

holomorphically to fi + i£ and 77" is a positive definite bilinear form on £ (this last

statement can be shown directly; then [11, Theorem 9.2] applies and r¡0 is matrix

positive for some ß > 0).

We set xp(zi,Z2;xvi,w2) = \i{*i -wi)-F(z2,W2) for (21,22), (wi,w2) G D and

consider the function Q(z;w) = n(xp(z;w)Y. We put

fw(u,v) = — — ß~lRe \ogQ(w + tu,w + sv)\t=s=o-
dt ds

We note that we use here

— \ogQ(w + tu,z) = Q(xv + tu,zYl—Q(w + tu,z).
dt dt

A direct computation shows

(3.1) fw(u,v) = Re(nl(ww)((\i)ui - F(u2,w2), (\i)vx - F(v2,w2))

In particular for the point w = ie G D we have xp(ie, ie) = e and

(3.2) fie(u,v) = Re^'^uuvi) - r,'e(F(u2,v2))).

We note that from the above we know that / is a Kahler metric on D. Using

the explicit expressions for the transformations on D corresponding to elements of

So,Si,Si/2, where Sx = s fig_A, we see xp(Uoz;Uqw) = Ur¡xp(z;w) for ¿¿0 G exps0

and xp(Uz; Uw) = xp(z; w) for U G exp(Si/2 + Si). Hence Q(Uz; Uxu) = xp(U)Q(z; w)

with some positive homomorphism a: S — exps —> R+. From this it follows that

S consists of isometries relative to /.

We consider the inner product induced from f on s relative to ie

(3 3) ix>y}° = fie(x(ie),y(ie))

= Re(\ri':(x(xe)i,y(ie)i) - r1'e(F(x(ie)2,y(ie)2))).

It is easy to see that j is orthogonal relative to {•, -}o-

We define ojo(x) = — \ Rer¡'e(x(ie)). We claim

(3-4) {x,y}o = u0([jx,y}).

First we note that the elements of Si map to £, the elements of s 1/2 map to U

and those of So map to i£. Hence from (3.3) it is clear that the spaces S\ are

pairwise orthogonal relative to {•, -}o- We use the explicit formulas for the vector

fields corresponding to the elements of s and compute their Lie brackets. Then we

get

[jX^i/2[di/2},X_i/2[wi/2}}+ = 4X_i[ImF(zd1/2,w1/2)] + ,

[jX_i[ai},X_i}bi}}+ = X-i[T(ai)bi}.

Therefore

u0({jdi/2,wi/2}) = -Tl'e(ReF(di/2,wi/2)) = {di/2,Wi/2}o

and

Mljauh}) = -\Ve(T(ai)bi).
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From the transformation property of r¡ relative to S we get

~Vx(u) = jt log??(z + tu)}t=0 = — \ogr)(U0x + tU0u)}t=o = -VuoX(Uou).

We substitute Uo = expiT, differentiate for t at t = 0 and obtain r¡'x(Tu) =

~v"(Te,u). Hence w0([¿aiA]) = |??"(ai A) = WAV Finally üJ0([ja0,b0}) =

uo([jjbo,jao}) = {jb0,ja0}o = {aoAlo-

(3-5) u)0(dk) = \rk.

We compute

-Ve(dk) = -logr?(expíT(4)e)|t=0 = - log(e-tTfc??(e))|t=o = -t*.

Hence the assertion.

Summing up we get

THEOREM l. There is a canonical bijection between the set of all homogeneous

Kahler metrics f on D with exps c Aut(.D,/) and (R+)r. Each homogeneous

Kahler metric on D can be derived from a function rj on Q.

REMARK. It would be interesting to know which of the homogeneous Kahler

metrics on D have nonpositive sectional curvature. We hope to pursue this topic

in a separate publication.

Finally, comparing the above results with the definition [15, §1] we have

THEOREM 2.   Each solvable Kahler algebra on a h.S.d. is a simple j-algebra.

3.5. Let (s, {•, •}, J) be a solvable Kahler algebra generating a (simply) transitive

group of automorphisms on a h.S.d. The Lie product in s is denoted by (•, •). We

know from Lemma 1 in §2.2 that on the vector space $ we can define a normal j-

algebra (with Lie product [■, •]) so that (x, y) = [x, y} + D(x)y — D(y)x holds, where

D is a map having the properties stated in Lemma 3 in §2.1. We may assume that

the normal j-algebra is our standard normal ./-algebra s. We note however, that

the inner product here is {-,-}. From the properties of J on s and j on s we see

that J = j holds.

LEMMA.   Lets,s,{-,-} andj be as above.  Then we have

(1) Each skew-adjoint derivation of s which commutes with j is also a skew-

adjoint derivation for s. In particular we have for such a derivation D : Ds c (s, S)

and Da = D(s0(s,s)) = 0.

(2) Let x Es satisfy (jx, x) = 0.  Then x = 0.

PROOF. (1) We know that s and s have the same weight spaces relative to o.

Hence Dja = 0 and also Da — 0. Therefore D commutes with the adjoint action

of a in s. This implies that D commutes with the selfadjoint and the skew-adjoint

part of ada in s. This implies the assertion because 5 and s have the same Lie

products in (s,s) = [s,s].

(2) We choose cj as in Theorem 1 in §3.3. Then for any skew-adjoint derivation

D of s we get 0 = {Ds,y} + {s,Dy} = {s,Dy} = u>((js,Dy)) — ui(Dy), where

s is the principal idempotent of s and where we have used that Ds C (s,s) and

^(^1/2) = 0 holds. Hence (jx,x) = 0 implies 0 = oj((jx,x)) = {x, x}. Therefore

x = 0.
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